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Heâ€™s loved me since the day I was born.Heâ€™s taken care of me.Heâ€™s awakened me. Tor.

My fatherâ€™s best friend.Fifteen years older than me, heâ€™s always been my protector. The one

I should never, ever want.But I was born to be his. Sheâ€™s always loved me.Sheâ€™s shattered

me.Sheâ€™s healed me.Kenzi. My best friendâ€™s daughter.I held her the day she was born, and I

never let go.Sheâ€™s forbidden to me. But sheâ€™s the only one that really gets me.Weâ€™re

slowly being torn apart by everything we love.Everything we want.Everything we desire. And now I

want the one thing I canâ€™t have... I want her.** Please note: there is NO underage sex in this

book. This book is intended for readers 18 years and older **** Portions of sales of this book are

donated to various pet rescue organizations.**
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4.5 Stars...... Twisted to some, maybe, Warped to some, probably BUT Fantastic Read for

ME!Spoilers Ahead!!!!!!! BE WARNED do not read further if you don't want any spoilers!Wow, just

wow, I absolutely LOVED this story! This was my first read by this author so I was anxious and

nervous throughout, not know what to expect. For me this story was fantastic, the storyline, yes a bit



warped, taboo even, but hey depends on how each individual feels about the subject matter BUT for

me, I was completely fine with it. I was never skewed or creeped out at all by it but that's just me. Do

I like to venture off of my nice neat path of reading every so often, heck yes and this book was no

exception to that.I found the writing seamless, the storyline moved flawlessly. I loved getting

glimpses into the past as I navigated the present as it helped set up the staging in just the right way.

I found it was done tastefully, classy, lol, yes that's right, this author took a taboo or rather

"forbidden" romance and made it "perfect" for me. I loved getting to know the characters, their

backstory, etc....Will this story be for everyone, probably not but that's the beauty of having a free

and open mind, me personally, I could;t wait t get my hands on this story. As soon as I saw it was

live, BAM, I one-clicked and got started immediately:)Why not a full 5 Stars, well as minor as it is,

the last part of the book and I do mean the last maybe 10-15% for me, I wasn't all that crazy about. I

am not a fan of "separations" for my H and h and although I understood what the author was trying

to do I just didn't like it, sorry that's just my feelings. I felt it was unnecessary for me, anyways.

I have read, and loved, and been touched by, all of Ms. Cole's books, but this one I think just may

quickly become my favorite. Yes, I will admit, when I first read months ago the premise of the book, I

was slightly leary as I am sure many readers are. I have had time to adjust to the concept, and be

blown away by the things I have seen - teasers and blurbs and such - as a fangirl who gets as giddy

as a 14 year old girl at a....One Direction concert (about showed my age because Bon Jovi is the

band I usually put in there.) From the beginning the beauty of the writing enthralled me, and

reminded me why Ms. Cole's is one of my favorite authors. From the first 1% of the book we are

getting words like these:"My love, Walk in the rain with me. Kiss me in the misty fog. Let me hold

you all night under the hush of the wind. I'm waiting for you. Throwing pennies...making wishes. I'm

wishing only for you. Always for you. Come back to me. I'll fight for you. I'll fight for us. Wish for me,

too...and I'll make it come true."Sigh, swoon, repeat. And then at 4% we are treated to this one:" A

few stray leaves are floating along the surface, and I like how peaceful they look, not going under

the water, and not blowing away either. Just floating, weightless and effortless. I want to be a leaf."I

could carry on with the quotes - GoodReads tells me I made 34 highlights, so yeah, I found a lot of

things that moved me, or I related to, or go under the need to revisit, even if it simply brought a

smile or giggle. But you can read the prosaic poetry and the clever comedy and the breathtaking

heartbreak and romantic vows for yourself - and I highly recommend you do if you haven't realized

where this review is headed yet.



The moment I heard Carian Cole was writing this book I was intrigued. I absolutely love Carian

Coleâ€™s writing style. And she did not let me down in this book. Her leads in this book both

captivated me.This book walked us through Toren Graceâ€™s life from the first moment he held

little Kenzi Valentine in his arms to how the two of them grew up together, and finally to the moment

he realized Kenzi was his forever girl. Toren and Kenzi have a unique relationship. The chemistry

between them kept me drawn to the story. It started out very loving and completely innocent to

something raw and special. I loved the transition between innocent to lovers. It was not forced and it

was not gross in my eyes. It was a natural chain of events that lead them to their other half.Toren

Grace has not had an easy life. He had to grow up too fast and give up on his dream of becoming a

rock star. Toren is constantly taking care of others and even pushed around by people just to keep

the peace. He just wanted to be loved. To be the one and only for someone who loved him back. He

had never had that all consuming love with his on and off again girlfriend. She used him and he

knew it.When Toren starts to see Kenzi as something other than the little girl he helped raise he has

one big internal war going on. He does not want to feel anything more for her. The only problem is

that Kenzi felt that same pull and was not going to walk away from it. She wanted the love her

parents shared and knew Toren was for her.Kenzi valentine is one force to be reckoned with. She

grew up with her parents not hiding anything from her. She was known how a rocker's life was and

everything in between. To me, Kenzi is an old soul. She was wise beyond her years and everyone

knew it.
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